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Effects of Tidal Dissipation in the Oceans on the Moon's Orbit

and the Earth's Rotation

KuRr L¡¡vlsecr

Institut de physique du Globe and Département des Sciences de la Terre, {Jniuersité de Paris' Paris, France

The diss ipat ion of  t idal  f r ic t ion in the oceans and atmosphere has.been est imated by calculat ing the

,""ut"r f"tiurUations of the moon's orbit by the tides using the available tide models for the principal

semidiuinal and diurnal tides. Only the secònd-degree wavelength components in the ocean,tide cause

significant secular changes in the lunar orbit. These components of \h_e (z tideagreewithin l57o among

thi different ocean tide models. other frequencies (o,, /fr, ,sr, P,, and K,) have eftcts on thê lunar motion

of about 25Vo of úte M, tide and on the earth's rotation of about 45Vo of Mz. The computed lunar accelera-

tion of -35 arc sec/(100 yr), agrees to better than l57o with nearly all recent-astronomical determina-

tions. There has been no signifiänt change in the tidal effect during the last 2000 or 3000 years. The diË

ference between the two esiimates of thJlunar acceleration is of the same order as their uncertainties'

Hence only upper l imi ts can be set  onthel /Q of  the sot id earth and moon of  about l /50 and on diss ipa-

tion in the coìà of about 3 X lgrs ergs s-'. The total tidal acceleration of thç earth is estimated to result

in a 3.7-ms/100 yr increase in the-length of day. The most recent discussion of the ancient eclipse

records indicates an observed increase in the length of day of only 2.5 ms/100 yr. If the nontidal ¿c-

celeration is attributed to ihe postglacial response oìf the eartir, the decay time is about í000 years, which is

equivalent to a mean viscosity for the mantle of about 10" P'

I¡ lrnoPucrtoN

Tidal dissipation is the recognized explanation for the

observed secular acceleration ofthe moon and the deceleration

ofthe earth's rotation, but the energy sink has not been unam-

biguously identified lMunk and MacDonald, 1960;' Jefreys'

19621. It is generally assumed that the world's oceans must

piay a dominant role in the dissipation of tidal energy, but the

most recent calculations of dissipation in the oceans by Miller

11966l, Pekerís and Accad [1969], and Hendershott U9721 are

not entirely conclusive. Part of the total dissipation may also

occur in the solid parts of the earth, and an attempt at

separating these two possible energy sinks is of interest insofar

as it would give an estimate of the soiid earth's global an-

elastic properties, namely, the specific dissipation function

0/Q), at low frequencies, and would provide lurther insight

into the evolution of the lunar orbit and the earth's rotation.

To calculate the tidal dissipation in the world's oceans, three

approaches are possible lMunk and MacDonald, 1960; Kaula,

tiO8l. f¡e first is to calculate the mean rate of work per unit

area done by the sun and moon on the ocean surface. The sec-

ond is to calculate the energy flux per unit time and per unit

area across the entrances to shallow seas. The thi¡d is to

calculate the rate ofwork per unit surface done by currents on

thê sea floor. Miller [1966] used essentially the second ap-

proach, which, because it depends oniy on the first power of

the tidal velocity, is usually considered to be the most reliable'

The third method depends on the third power of the velocity'

The first method has been used by several investigators, in-

cluding Groues and Munk [1958] and most recently Pariyskiy

et al. ll912l and Kuznetsor:11912)' This method has the advan-

tage of being independent of the nature of the ocean floor dis-

sipation mechanism and does not require a knowledge of the

ocean currents. Neither does it assume that friction occurs in

shallow seas only. But it does require a kiowledge of the tide

over the entire ocean surface. Nevertheiess, we use this ap-

proach here because, as far as the effect of tidal dissipation on

the moon is concerned, only certain wavelengths in the ocean

tide are important and these wavelengths seem to be relatively

well known for the major tides' Thus our approach differs

from the standard method in that the rates of work done by

the moon and sun on these long wavelengths, rather than on

the total ocean tide, are integrated over the ocean surface'

Kaula llgíglalso used the first approach implicitly by develop-

ing the tidal effective Love numbers and the lag angles as func-

tions of latitude, but his approach does not lend itself to a

ready interpretation in terms of the usual description of the

ocean tides. Also, Kauia does not aliow for the frequency

dependence ofthese global t idal parameters. The development

eiven here follows that of Lambeck et al. 119741îor the similar

f,roblem'of the orbital evolution of close earth artificial satel-

lites acted upon by the potential of the earth's tides'

Ttonl PoreNrtnls

Solid earrh üdes. The earth, acted upon by an external

force, will deform, and this deformation will result in a further

perturbing potential AU outside the earth that will contribute

io the total force function acting upon the satellite' This ad-

ditional potential can be expressed in terms of the equatorial

Keplêrian elements a*e*i*M*os*dl* of the tide-raising object

(sun or moon) and of the satellite position aeiMul, at which

AU is evaluated, in the following way lKaula, 1964; Lambeck

et al., 19741:
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with

út^pq* = (t - Zp)of + (/ - 2p * q)M* * md|*

and

utmre = (l - 2j)o + (l - Zi t g)M + mA

where ¡n*- is the.mass of the tide'raising object, R''is the mean
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radius ol the earth, and k¿ is the Love number of degree /. The
phase angle €¿¿pq €xpl€ssês the anelastic response of the earth
and is related to the time deiay Al in the responseby lLambeck
et al., 19141

ê t ^ p c :  û t * p q *  -  û ¡ ^ o o *  A t  =

- ( t - 2 p  + s ) M *  N + m â a t

The orbital elements aeiMo:Q will vary in time owing inter alia
to the tidal potential (1). We are concerned he¡e with the effect
of this potential on the lunar orbit itself and in particulai
with the secular evolution of the orbit. In the absence of t idal
friction the conservative elements of the earth-moon motion
are lGoldreich, 19661 (l) the scalar angular momentum of the
lunar orbital motion, (2) the scalar angular momentum of the
earth's spin, (3) the component normal to the ecliptic of the
total angular momentum in the earth-moon system, and (4)
the sum of the potential energies. In the presence of t idal dis-
sipation these elements wii l vary on the long time scale, and
these changes are related to the secular changes in the lunar or-
bit 's inclination, eccentricity, and semimajor axis. The time
variations in these elements can be found upon substituting the
potential ÂU into the Lagrangian planetary equations. Next,
to estimate the effect on the lunar orbit, we can equate
a*e*i*M*'þr*Q* with aeiMoQ. Finally, as v/e are interested in
the secular changes, we require only terms of zero frequency:
í)t^pq* - í)t^rs : 0, orp = 7 and q : g lKaula, 19641. The
secular changes in the lunar inclination i, eccentricity e, and
semimajor axis ¿ are then given by

à,^on = 2Kt^lFr^p])f'zlG,on@¡l'it - 2p + q) sin e¿^on

(1 - o2\r/2
,t - tt, \¡ c ., 
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We have ignored any contributions that could arise from the
dissipation of energy due to tides'raised on the moon by the
earth. Substituting into (l) the values of the planet parameters
for those of the corresponding lunar parameters gives the
potential of the moon's tidal deformation per unit mass of the
planet. The effect on the lunar orbit reiative to the planet is
then found by multiplying this potential by the factor M/m*,
where M is the mass of the planet and m* is the mass of the
satellite lKaula, 19641.

The principal perturbations in the lunar orbit due to the
potential are given in Table 1. To identify them with the usual
nomenclature of the ocean tides, we also give the equivalences
between the orbital indices lmpq and the Darwinian
nomenclature lLambeck et al., 19141. The major contribution
To à¡^oo comes from the M, tide, as has been understood since
the work of G. H. Darwin. The K, t ide does not perturb the
semimajor'axis, since I - 2p + 4 = 0. The diurnal O' t ide rep-
resents about 20Vo of the effect of M, and 1y'2, about 5Vo.The
sum of all other diurnal and semidiurnal t ides contributes less
than LTo of the M, contribution. The fortnightly tide corre-
sponds to the sum of the terms with lmpq : 2000 and lmpq =

2020, for which the phase angies are -2M*Lt and +21'I*At,
respectively. Its contribution to å is about l7o, and that of the
monthly tide even less. For the eccentricity the principal
secular change comes from the N, tide with signiflcant con-
tributions îrom Mr, Lr, Or, and M*. For dildt the contribu-
tions of Lhe Mr, K,, and Or tides are of similar magnitude, but
the last two are of opposite sign and will largeiy cancel.

Ocean tides. The global ocean tides are known approx-
imately only for the principal tides, such as Mz, Sr, Kr, and Ot.
These tides are expressed at any point in the world's ocean by
an amplitude {o and phase P as

, Eu(ó, À) = åld, À) cos [2a'f - É(d, À)]

where / is the frequency of the tidal component ¡r being
analyzed. On the continents, { : 0. For the available ocean

TABLE l. Amplitudes of the Secular Variations in aei of the Lunar Orbit Due to the Principal Frequencies in the Solid Earth Tide
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models the {o and É have been evaluated at grid intervals of
10" in lat i tude and longitude and the {o cos B and {o sin B are
expanded in series of spherical harmonics lLambeck and
Cazenaue, 1973]. The t ide can then be expressed by

Ð "",,, tn 
t,

. (C, , ' ) ,s in  l2 t r lT + rÀ + (€" , t )u l

where the (C,¿r) and (r",1)u are functions of the spherical har-
monic expansions of the ¡¿ t ide component. The potential ex-
pressed in Keplerian elements outside the earth due to this
layer of density p. is

tG(M + ^*)al '

.  (c , , -  ) ,  F 
" ,  " ( i )G "" , (e)

where þ is the mean density of the earth.
Table 2 summarizes the principal results for the ocean tide

perturbations, and these results can be compared directly with
the solid tide perturbations in Table L The relative importance
of the two types of perturbations wil l depend largely on the
phase angles occurring in the two potentials.

Table 3 summarizes the relevant coefficients (Cr¿1)u and
(e"¿1)u for some of the available ocean tide models. For M",
results of three models are available. Hendershott fl972] gives
directly coefficients of the spherical harmonic expansion that
can be related to the (C",¿), and (e,,r)u. The other models used
are those of Bogdanou and Magarik [967] and Pekeris and Ac-
cad |9691. Major regional discrepancies occur between these
solutions (see the discussion by Hendershott ll973l), but the
three individual estimates of (Crr* cos err+)" differ from their
mean by only 107o. For K, and O, the interpolated solutions of
Díetrich [944], as discussed by Lambeck et al. ll974l, are
used. Since these calculations a numerical solution for the K,
tide has been published by Zahel [1973]. For the relatively im-
portant ff, tide, for which we have neither numerical nor em-
pirical models, we assume that (Crr+)u, ãnd, (C22+)¡¡" are
proportional to the corresponding tide-raising potentials, or

( c r r * )n "È  (G , * '  
au "o t  -  7  ' -: ) * . '1 í#x ,e(c22") ¡a.

and (err+)¡¿, = (err*)u, in view of the fact that the frequencies
of M, and N, are similar and that the solutions by Bogdanors
and Magarik [1967] for the Mz and Sz tides show a similar
proportionality. For L, with lmpq = 220(-l) we have 1
AUrrot-¡ = 1-e/2) AUr"ro, and we assume that

(C r,* ) r" o (- e / 2)(C zz+ ) u,

and

. (errn)", = (er"*)u,

For the fortnightly tide M ¡ and the monthly tide M ^ no tidal
information is available on a elobal scale.

Evolur¡o¡¡ oF THE Lu¡¡¡rR On¡¡r

w i th

V l -
|  +  k " ' p "  / R \ "
2 ' + t 7 \ ; l

3GM

¡ : 5 - \ -
IT L-/ Ll

! - 0  ú - 0

with

1"cuu! : $ - 2u)u * (s - 2u + u)M
+ (0 - 0) +.ZrfT * (e"")u

The kr' are the load deformation coefficients of degree s and al-
low for the deformation of the earth under the variable ocean
load. For the secular effects of AUf'on the lunar orbit we re-
quire that ^yrruut = 0. The correspondence between the
equatorial elements Mo:Q and the ecliptic elements in which
Ztrfi is usually expressed is discussed by Lambeck et al. |9141.
For the M, tide, for example, ir vanishes for 7* only, and
then  when  t  :  m ,s  -  2u  =  t , s  -  2u  *  u  :  t , andu  =  0 ;  o r
when . r  : 2 ,u  =  0 ;  when  s  :  4 ,u  =  l ;  whens  :  6 ,  a , :  2 ;  e t c .
Because of the (R/a)" term in A Uu' the principal contributions
will occur for s : 2. For close earth satellites, perturbations
due to the coefficients of degree 4 can be important, but for
the lunar orbit these perturbations will be smaller than those
due to the coefficients of degree 2 by a factor'of (l/60)'. The
secular perturbations in the lunar orbit are given by

AII'.' : +Îul( 
t

4  g = 0
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.,1-.orl'-'"""" , *r Secular changes in the semimajor axis. We introduce the- (s - 'u)lLri.rl,-, 
ouu 

(t"' J, subscripts M and S to refer to lunar and solar parameters, re-

di

di
K  

"  
t u o l

spectively. Table 4 summaiizes the computed a¡¡ for the prin-
u rr /r\ cipal öcean models. The three estimates obtained for the M"(€"r ' lc (r/ 

t iåe differ bv a maximum of 157o. In the subsequent calcula-

TABLE 2. Amplitude of the Secular Variations in aei oî the Lunar Orbit Due to the Principal Frequencies in the Ocean Tide
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TABLE 3.  Ampl i tudes and Phases oi  the Pr incipal  Components in
the Flu id Tides Leading to Secular  Var iat ions in aei  of

the Lunar Orbi t

t9741.  We take Q:  150 and e u :  lo ,  as compafed wi th the
observed e of the earth about 7.5o (see discussion below). The
moon effect on àM for the O, and N, tides wil l then be of the
order of 0.05 X l0-7 cm s-r or smaller and unimportant.

Secular changes in eccentricity and inclination. Table 5
summarizes the secular changes in the eccentricity of the lunar
orbit due to dissipation in the oceans. The total estimated rate
of change in eccentricity cannot be very certain in view of the
importance of the N, tide, for which no direct estimates of Crr+
and err+ are available. An important contribution Io ey can
come from the N, tide raised on the moon, but the conse-
quences of this on the lunar orbit evolution cannot be
evaluated without a reliable value for the Q of the moon at the
tidal frequency lGoldreich, 19661. The secular changes in the
inclination of the lunar orbit on the equatorial plane due to the
ocean tides are also given in Table 5. The tides on the moon do
not appear to be important, since the effects of Kt and O'
largely cancel. The total computed present value of di/dt is
small, less than 2o/1O'g years.

Astronomical obseruations for the lunar acceleration. The
astronomically observed quantity is the non-Newtonian
secular acceleration of the moon's mean longitude and is due
in part to the earth's variable rate ofrotation ó and in part to
the tidal acceleration of the moon, it*. We ignore any possible
contribution from a secular change in the gravitational con-
stant. The it¡a and c,r are separated by combining the observed
lunar acceleration with observed solar or planetary accelera-
tions or by observing the earth's rotation independently of the
lunar motion. Most previous discussions of the past evolution
of the lunar orbit use the accelerations of Spencer-Jones or of
Fotheringham [Munk and MacDonald, 1960], but a number of
recent and independent analyses indicate that the accelerations
deduced from these results are in error by a factor of almost 2.
Newton [19701 analyzed ancient eclipse observations and
found n¿ =41.6 +.4 arc sec/(100 yr)2 near 200 B.C. and -42.4

t 6 arc sec/(100 yr)z near 1000 A.D. The more recent in-
terpretation by Muller and Stephenson |9751 of the ancient
eclipse observations gives -37.5 + 5 arc sec/(100 yr)'. From

LAMBEcK: Trp¡l Dtssrp¡,rroN

Tide
lJ Solution

(c,^,),, (c,^"),,
cm deg

M2

M2

M2

.s2

Pekeris and Accad [1969\
Hendershott |9721
Bogdanou and Magarík

u 9671
Bogdanoo and Magarik

l t967 l
Dietrich ll944l
Dietrich lI944l
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated
Atmospheric t ide+

340
3r6
3 r 8

332

4.4
5 . t
4 .3

1 . 6

Kl

ol
D

L 2

.s2

3 .3
1 . 8
0.7
0.9

-0.  I
0.34

3 1 8
t42
140
320
330
1 5 8

* Converted to an equivalent water layer.

t ions the mean of the three models is used. The secular change
in the mean motion n¡r of the moon is related to à¡q by

h u : - 3 / 2 ( n u / a u ) i t u  ( 4 )

and is also given in Table 4. We have ignored the tide raised on

the moon by the earth's attract ion, and the possibi l i ty remains

that the t idal dissipation in the moon may be important. The

Mztide wii l  not lead to dissipation in the moon, since i t  raises

a permanent t ide on the moon. Qissipation in the moon wil i

occur due to the O, and N, tides, but the actual amount will be

smail. From equation (a8) of Kaula 119641 we obtain

(d) -oo , " r r . " t  
:  (  r t_ \ ' (n " \ ' . (k , ) .  s in  . ,

(¿ i ) " ' . roe f  recr  \ ^ - l  \  R  )  / . ,  t t "  .

with (k)¡a : 0.020 lKaula, 19681. The phase angle e¡a is un-

known. Seismic data from the Apollo seismic network indicate

a Q lor shear waves for the upper 500-600 km of the moon

higher than several thousand and below this depth a Q of

about 300 with a central region p of about 100 fToksöz et al.,

TABLE 4. Summary of Computed Tidal Variat ions in the Lunar Orbit  and in the Earth's
Secular Rotation

t : \  l ( l - 2 2  1 ^ Å  < - 2

Solution
da/dt, l0-7 dn/dt, 10-23

cm s - t  r ad  s - ' t i r lo UT@ T t t

Lunar
M, Hendershott ll972l
M2 Pekeris and Accad

I r e6e]
Mz Bogdanoo and Magarik

l tg67l
Mz Mean
o, Díetrich u9441
N2 Estimated
L2 Est imated
K, Est imated

Solar
,S, Bogdanou and Magarik

lt967l
P, Estimated
Rz Estimated

Atmo-
spheric

,Sz Kertz et al.*
I  O t A l

t . 4 l
r . 59

I . J J

i  _¡ .41
0.  r0
0.09

- | .4' l
-  1 . 6 5

-  1 . 2 8

-t.4'7
- 0 . 1  I
- 0 . 1 0

-6.04
-0.46
-0.4r

-0.01 -0.56 -6.61
0. t7 -0.29

0.10 -0.02 -0.34
-0.02 -0.02

-0.40 -0.40

-  1.34

- 0.05
-0.07

u.¿o
-0.8 l  -  8.86r .60 -  1 . 6 8  - 6 . 9 1  - 0 . 1 3

órro is the contribution from the secular change in a, isyl" that from e, and ri71¡ that from i.
* 

Quoted in Chapman and Lindzen ll910l.
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occultations of stars by the moon since 1955, Van Flandern
[970] determined hu = -52 +.4 arc sec/(100 yr)'z; from meri-
dian circle observations of the sun, moon, and planets since
1913, Aesterwinter and Cohen ll972l found i¡¡ : -38 t 8 arc
sec/(t00 yr)'?, and from lunar occultation data since 1663,
Morrison [973] estimated h* = - 42 +.6 arc sec/(100 yr)'?.
The results from the eclipse, occultation, and meridian obser-
vations are in good agreement. There is no evidence that any
significant change in the tidal effects has occurred during the
last 2000 years. The ocean tidal estimate of i" is, from Table 4
(see also the comparison Table 6), -35 t 4 arc sec,/(100 yr)'z,
in agreement with the astronomical estimates. In contradiction
lo Newton's [970, p. 387] argument, a value of ¡t¡r of about
-40 arc sec/(100 yr)'z is in complete harmony with the energy
dissipation within the earth-moon system. In particular, as
the tide models used depend on recent t ide observations, the
agreement between the tidal and the ast¡onomical estimates is
further evidence that there has been no significant change in
the rate of dissipation of t idal energy between about 500
B.C. and the present. We can conclude with confidence that if
not all, at least a very major part of the secular change in the
moon's mean longitude, is caused by dissipation of t idal
energy in the oceans, and we do not have to invoke significant
energy sinks in the earth's mantle o¡ core.

E¡,nrH's Seculen AcceL¡n,quou

For a circular orbit the angular momentum of the orbital
motion of the moon and earth about their center of mass is

Hy : lMm¡a/(M + mr)layzny(l - eM2)1/2 (4')

The angular momentum of the orbital motion of the earth and
sun about their center of mass is

Hs : lMm5/(M t m)las'zns(l - es2)t/2 l.a .,

The component of .Ë1 parallel to the rotation axis is 1l cos i.
The angular momentum of the earth's rotation is C<o, where C
is the moment of inertia about the spin axis. When it is as-
sumed that the angular momenta associated with the spin of
the moon and sun are negligibly small, that the inertia tensors
of the three bodies do not varv with time. and that G is con-

TABLE 5.  Computed Secular  Var iat ions in the Lunar Eccentr ic i ty
and fncl inat ion on the Equator Due to the Pr incipal  Ocean Tides

Ocean
Tide de/dt, s-' di/dt, rads-l

M2

L 2

o,
K l

Tota l

-4.90 x l0-,0
6.00 x l0-"

-  1.08 x l0- ,0
-3 .19  x  l 0 - , ,

0
5 .36  x  l 0 - r ,

-3.85 x l0- '0
-1 .39  x  l 0 -æ
-2.50 x l0- , ,

l . l 9  x  l 0 - ¡ ,
-2.74 x l0-Le
-5.57 x r0- , '

stant, the change in the earth's acceleration r,r. due to the tidal
potential is

a r : u r , ,  * ó r .  :  - L r t r , * Z s )

rl
: - 

" 

(Ë/¡l l cos ia I Hs cos is)

where the -Lu and -l,s represent the lunar and solar t idal
torques acting on the earth. With (4'),

.  1  M m *  d  ,  2  , i .a r ¡ t  :  - C  
M  +  m M f i L a m  

n u \ t -  eu  )  COS ¡Ml

1  M m u  , l  .  ñ *
= 

C U + ^* 
nuaa-\'s cos iu -

I e, cos iuèu I sin (5a)

The astronomically observed quantity is the iv. Thus the
first term of (5a),

6 ) T  y t o ¡ 1  
:

1 M m *  2

3 C M l m u
d ¡¡4 COS í¡¿n¡¡

can be evaluated directly from the astronomical observations
or from those ocean tides ¡aised by the moon that transfer
angula¡ momentum through a change in a¡1 or ny. Table 4
summa¡izes the computed ó7, for the principal tidal

' " * )

TABLE 6.  Summary of  the Observed Lunar Accelerat ion hu,  à*,  the Earth 's Accelerat ion ó,  and the Energy Dissipated Ê,

ó,  l0-22 rad s-2

ï
Nont idal  l0ro ergs s-  tSolut ion

h, a, l0-1
[023 rad s-2 cm s-r TidesT Observed

L Spencer-Jonesff
2. Newton ll910l!
3.  Newton|9701$
4. Muller and Stephenson

I l  97s]
Best  mean solut ion

of  Mul ler  and
Stephenson

5. Oesterwinter and Cohen

ue12l
6. Morrison [19751
Mean of solut ions 4-6
Tidal estimation (Table 4)

-  1 .09
-2.04 +.0.24

-  l .8 l  + 0.24

-  1 .96  +  0 .12

-  1.85 + 0.38

-2.02 r 0.29
-  1.9 + 0.2
-1.7 +.0.2

- 8 . 3 6  *  r . l 2

-7.39 + t .07

-8.03 + 0.54

-7 .49  +  l ; 70

-8.26 *  1.30
-7 .68  +  1 .0

4.9't +. 1.42
4.25 r 1.42
3 . r0  +  1 .32

3.39 I 0.73

6.66 r t.6',1

6.03 + 0.55

5.59 + 0.50

5.84 * 0.26

5.54 + 0.75

6.08 + 0.59
:  5.7 t  0 .50
5.0 + 0.30

1.04
r .98

r ; 7 6

l  . 91

- t0.77 + t .24 -5.80 + 0.7
-6.52 L 0.7

-9.80

- t0.44 ! 0.64 -7.05 + 0.35

-9 .90  +  t . 73

-  t0.67 + t .34 -4.01 r  1.0
-10.09 + 1.0
-8.90 + 0.7

t . 7 7

1 .96
1 . 8
t . 6

* Acceleration ô¡, due to lunar tides only and estimated directly from åy.
t Total tidal acceleration (ô"ü + ò"s) consisting of the acceleration described in the first footnote plus the additional tidal contributions

discuised in the text.

f Mean of Newton's [970, p. 272l two estimates for the epochs 200 B.C. and 1000 A.D.
$ Newton's |970] value as reinterpreted by Muller and Stephenson.

f Quoted in Munk and MacDonald 11960l.
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(L)u. 
:

(L)""

components. The major contribution comes from the secular
change ín a¡a or n, due to the lunar tide Mrwith smaller con-
tributions from ìy', and L". lmportant contributions to óa"
come from the secular change in e¡1 (principally due to /fr) anä
from the secular change in in¡ (essentially K,).

The acceleration due to the solar torque is

.  I  M m "  
" (  

,  n sú)?s : 
C M + *, 

rsas 
\ã 

cos ls .-

* es cos isi" * ,i" r" #) (só)

and although i, wil l be very small, ó7" wil l be important be-
cause of the as2 term occurring in (5å). The perturbations ris,
ås, and dis/dt are obtained from (3) by considering the earth as
the satell i te moving around the sun as planet and computing
the changes in the earth orbit due to the tide raised on the
earth (as satetl ite) by the sun (as planet). The ratio of the
torques due to the M" and S, ocean tides then becomes, ustng
the results in Table 2,

(, i r)n .  m* (ar\t

(ó ' ) " "  
:  

^ t  \ " " )

lU-åar'=.". ¡,, + *tft - .. \
\ I f åes' cos is f åt(l - cos is)/cos isl ,/

.(Crr" cos erz*)u"
(Crr* cos ezz*)s,

By means of the coefficients given in Table 3 for the two
semidiurnal tide models of Bogdanou and Magarik [1967] and
the error estimates discussed below, this ratio becomes (4.9 *
1.3). This value is in agreement with the value of 5.1 given by
the equilibrium theory [Munk and MacDonald, 19601. Jefreys,
[1962] estimate, modified by Newton [1968], is 3.g when rhe
argument of nonlinear friction in the oceans is used. The effect
of the solar t ides on the ò" is given in Table 4. For pr(tmpq =
2 t00), for which no global ocean data are available, we assume
that its contribution is proportional to that of O, according to
an equil ibrium response. That is,

(ôr)", = (rùo,/5.1

and similarly for the .R, tide (lmpq : 2201),

. (ór)", = (i7)y,/5.1

We must also consider the atmospheric tide, which, because
of its thermal origin, leads the sun and tends to oppose the
ocean tide effects lHolmberg, 19521. Table 3 gives the relevant
coefficients, expressed in centimeters of water on the earth's
surface, estimated from the model of W. Kertz, B. Haurwitz,
and A. Cowley as given by Chapman and Lindzen [1970]. The
acceleration of the earth will be

(  r_ 22" cos arr*)" ,*r^o"o0"."  _( r r ) " " n . - o " o n " ' "  -  t * : :  
:  

- - ' l '  
- - - -  ( ô r ) " " o " " " "

(Crr-  cos err*)s,o""""

Since a major part of the tidal acceleration of the earth can
be deduced from the lunar acceleration, the total acceleration
can be computed in two ways: (l) ór_,o plus the computed
contributions due to the tides not conüibuting ro ri '  (^S, and
P,), the contributions arising from the iecular changes in e and
di/dt (both lunar and solar), and the atmospheric tide S, and
(2) as the sum of all t idal components. The total purely tidal
estimate is (-8.9 + 0.6) X 10-r, rad s-2 as compared with

Lltr{srcr: Ttp¡l DlsslpnrroN

the mean va lue  ( -10 .  I  +  1 .0 )  X  10-22 rad  s -2  f rom the  th ree
astronomical ly based solut ions discussed above and in Table
6. The uncertainty of the ó7 has been estimated from the lol-
lowing uncertainty est imates of the C2r* cos er" ' :  l \Vo for Mr;
20Vo îor N2, Rz, Kb P,, and O,; l5Vo forSr; and l0Zo for the at-
mospheric t ide. The mean of the above two estimates of r, .r7
corresponds to an average inc¡ease in the length of day ( lod) of
3.7 t 0.5 ms/100 yr over the last 3000 years. This value is
somewhat higher than the estimate by Muller and Stephenson
[1975] and represents an improvement for the fol lowing
reasons:

l .  The contr ibution due to S, is based on an actual ocean
tide model rather than on any assumptions about the relat ion
between dissipation of t idal energy at the M, and ,S, frequen-
cres.

2. Addit ional solar t ides have been considered.
3. Transfer of angular momentum associated with the

secular changes in incl ination and eccentr ici ty of the lunar and
solar orbits has been included.

4. The error introduced by Newton [1968] in computing
the loading effect of the atmosphere has been corrected
(Newton assumed that the load coeff icient kr, was numerical ly
equal to the Love number kr, whereas ,t i  :  -0.¡O and kz :
0.30).

There remains an uncertainty about the atmospheric tidal
contribution in that in the estimates of the Cr,+, any response
of the ocean surface to the pressure variation has been ignored.
If the ocean response is static, an increase in atmospheric pres-
sure wil l result in a lowering of sea level in the ratio of about I
cm of water for a pressure increase of I mbar over and above
the mean pressure over the entire ocean surface [Munk and
MacDonald, 19601. Analyses by Wunsch [1972] indicate that

. the response is largely static for pressure fluctuations as short
as 40 hours. If at the semidiurnal frequency the response is still
largely static, the coefficients in Table 3 will be significantly
reduced in amplitude.

Nontidal changes in the earth's rotation. The astronomical
observations of the total accelerations of the earth are sum-
marized in Table 6. Muller and Stephenson [1975] conclude
that Newton's [1970] estimate is in error owing to Newton's as-
sumption that the difference and derivative (ephemeris time
minus universal t ime) vanish at epoch 1900, whereas Muller
and Stephenson argue that the derivative vanishes near epoch
l77Q [Munk and MacDonald, 1960, p. 1791. Their reinterprered
result of Newton [1970] is also given in Table 6, and now the
agreement is most satisfactory, indicating an increase in the
lod of (2.5 + 0.3) ms/100 yr. Morrison's analysis of the lunar
occultations since the seventeenth century gives an increase in
the lod of about 1.5 ms/100 yr, but this estimate may reflect
not mereiy the secular acceleration because of the presence of
large, long-period, or irregular fluctuations of nontidal origin
in the earth's rotation spectrum. Oesterwinter and Cohen have
also estimated the variation in the earth,s rotation, but their
time span of 70 years is too short to give a meaningful esti-
mate of the secular change in lod. ::

Comparing the astronomical estimates with the computed
tidal accelerations indicates the existence of a major secular
variation of nontidal origin in the lod. Despite the improved
analyses of the astronomical data and the improved estimates
of the tidal contributions we are in the same josition as Munk
and MacDonald in 1960 in that we have to postulate further
mechanisms to explain the observed secular change in the
earth's rotation. The new magnitudes estimated for these non-
tidal contributions are larger than those estimated by Munk
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and MacDonald, and any proposed mechanism must explain a
nontidal decrease in the lod of about 1.2 ms,/100 yr from the
Mul ler  and Stephenson solut ion,  or  about  1.6 ms/ I00 yr  f rom
the reinterpreted Newton solution. Of all the acceleration es_
timates made, the nontidal acceleration is the least satisfac-
tory, since it represents the difference between two quantit ies
each of which is known only to about 102o.

Muller and Stephenson's 'best' estimate for the observed ó
gives a nontidal decrease in length of day of 1.3 + 0.4 ms/100
yr. This nontidal change could be due to (l) further torques
acting on the earth's mantle, (2) changes in the earth's inertia
tensor, or (3) a decrease in the gravitational constant G.
Rochester [1973] gives a short review of some of the possible
contributions. Dicke [1969] assumes rhat part ofthe nontidal
part of lod is due to ö and attributes the remaining part to the
recent deglaciation and its associated isostatic adjustments.
O'Connell [97 l] attributes all of the nontidal lod to the
Pleistocene glaciation and its consequences and arrives at a
relation between the relaxation time of the isostatic adjustment
of the earth due to a load harmonic in degree 2 and the non_
tidal change in lod. This relation has two roots, and he es-
timates that the relaxation time is either about 2000 years or
about 100,000 years using the nontidal changes in ó that range
between the l imits 0.8 X l0-æ and 2.1 X l0-r, rad s-r. These
limits are based on the discussion by Munk and MacDonald
[960] and on the analysis by Curott [1966] of ancienr solar
eclipses. The above estimate of (3.4 + 1.2) X 10-22 rad s-2,
based on Muller and Stephenson's discussion of the eclipse
data, gives two roots for the relaxation time, one near 4000
years and the other near 40,000 years, although considerable
dispersion exists between the different models by O'Connell.
These decay times do not differ sensibly f¡om O'Connell's
values. Of the two roots, O'Connell prefers the smaller one,
and from his discussion it appears that a relaxation time of
4000 years is in agreement with a uniform mantle viscosity of
about 102 P or a model in which there would be only a very
slight increase in the viscosity below the asthenosphere. How-
ever, O'Connell 's results may be vit iated by his assumption of
exponential decay of the harmonic deformation coefficients, as
Pellier |9741 argues that the decay is strongly nonexponential.

Dlsslpeiror.¡ oF TrDAL ENeRcy

Rate of energy dissipation. The actual rate ofdissipation of
tidal energy can be computed in several ways, for example, by
the time average of the rate of work by the moon on the earth
or inversely by the rate of work by the earth on the moon. In
view of the fact that ò and á have already been computed for
the various tide models, the most direct way is to consider the
total energy balance of the earth and moon. That is. the
rotational energy lost by the earth is

Ê, : ¿/¿t (vzCof) : Cui,t,

where both lunar and solar t ides contribute to ttre energy lost
(see Table 4 or the astronomically based estimate given in
Table 6). The orbital energy gained by the moon is

* d /. ,!!tuf_ _ GMmy\z r :  
ã \àaa -n í  ^ ,  +  ¡ r t  e ¡ ¡  /

d (  G M \  m v: 
t \- 

^* 
zo*) 

: --t n¡¡Q¡¡' ' ttr¡4 : -cnuàr-

The energy transferred to the earth,orbit is only about lZo of
that transf,erred to the moon orbit. When it is assumed that
any dissipation in the moon ís small, the amount of dissipation

i n  the  ear th  must  be

i i  =  Ì i ,+  È"=  C(uà,  -  nuur , )

From Table 4, ,r ,  = 0.8ór. Also, nn - 0.04t:,  and .Ë :
0.96C0:u7 = 5.ó x l0noc.r,  ergs s-t.  With the essential lv
astronomical est imate of òa the total rate at which .n"rgy
must be dissipated in the earth is 5.7 X lOre ergs s-r.  The t idal
est imate of ó, (Table 4) results in a total dissipation in the
oceans of 5.0 X lOre ergs s-t.  The dif ference of 0.7 X lOrs ergs
s- 'cou ld  be  in te rpre ted  as  a  source  o f thermal  energy  in  the
mantle, but this value is hardly signif icant in view of the uncer_
taint ies associated with both the t idal and the astronomical es_
timates of Ë. The agreement between these two estimates again
stresses the dominant role of the global oceans in dissipating
the t idal energy, and any dissipation in the mantle or in the
core must be small  in comparison. The energy dissipated in the
M2 tid,e is

È : C Q i ò u " ( r . , - n n o )

/  \ Ð
:  r -  

* *  ( a * \ - t: t  
M  \ R i  

( " - n ¡ n ) ( n ¡ r ) ¡ r .

Fig. l .  Global distr ibution of thecoeff icient C""+ cosc""+ intheM"
ocean tide. The amplitudes (solid lines) are in centimeters. The phase ii
indicated by the dashed lines. The five principal regions of friðtion in
¡latfo1 seas as estimatedby Miller [1966] are as follcws: I, Bering Sea;
II, Okhotz Sea; III, Australia to the lesser Sunda Islands: IV.
Patagonia shelf; and V, Hudson Strait.

'  , l l ¡ t , .  ,
n ' v )  

o ]  
\ a ¡ t ) ¡ r .

I k"')(, - "ò Ip
.( l * cos ¡*)"(l - E *')(crr* cos ee2+)¡¡"

and for the mean of the three models for the Mrtide the rate of
dissipation is 3.7 X 101" ergs s-t. Hendershott [ lgjT] found a
comparable 3.04 X 1Ore ergs s- I by computing the rate of work
done on the ocean by both the tide-generating potential and
the sea floor motion due to the solid tide. Figure I illustrates
the part of the M, tide that is represented by the coefficients
C"r+ and e22+. This distribution does not identify the actual
energf sinks. Calculations of the dissipation by Mitter 11966l
using the energy flux method give a total dissipation of 1.7 X
l0t" ergs s-r and identify some five locations where, together,
half this amount is dissipated. It is not obvious how these five
regions (the Bering Sea, the Okhotz Sea, Australian to the les-
ser Sunda Islands, the Patagonia shelf, and the Hudson Strait)
relate to the distribution of Figure l, in particular, since four
of the five areas occur in high latitudes, where the tidal torque
of the truncated. M, tide is a minimum. Apparently, any dis-
sipation in a limited area will result in a phase lag over much of

-tc # (?)'. -

-(s/10) ,^* (L) r ,
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the equatorial regions if, indeed, dissipation is l imited to

shallow seas only. Munk [1968] does not rule out dissipa-

tion other than by friction in the shallow seas and concludes

that a significant fraction of the dissipation takes place by way

ol scatteiing into internal modes and that friction at the deep-

sea boundiry may be important (see also the reviews by

Hendershott and Munk [1970] and Hendershott ll973l)'
Some consequences of the euolution of the lunar or'

bit. Because the dissipation occurs principally in the oceans'

extrapolation of the lunar orbit into the past becomes an im-

possiùl" task, since we know that a very major leordering of

àcean-continent distribution has occurred during at least the

last 200 m.y. Assuming constant dissipation, MacDonald

[96a] showed that the moon must have been very close to the

àarth about 1.8 b.y. ago. The more recent astronomical es-

timates will aggravate the time scale problem even more' One

way out  of  th is  d i lemma wi thout  invoking nont idal

mechanisms is to remove the major part of the shallow oceans

lor long time intervals during the earth's past' If we can be sure

that diJsipation is restricted to the shallow seas, a lowering of

sea level io a depth below the present continental shelves could

conceivably decìease the dissipation' The coefficients Cn'+ and

e . r+a l sog i ve r i se tosecu la rchanges in the iuna ro rb i t ' bu ta t
piesent they are small because of the ('R/a)'z factor' which ap-

þears in thi ratio of perturbations due to Cnr+ and C"'* '

As the moon approaches the earth in the backward extra-

polation, these terms could conceivably become sufficiently

important to change the pattern of the lunar orbit evolution as

vieied by Goldreich and MacDcinald' Of particular interest

are possiúle changes in the semimajor axis and the inclination'

From the ocean potential (2) we can compute the secular rates

in these two elements due to both Cr2* cos e ,r* and Cn'* cos

e.r* of the Mz tide. The ratios of the perturbations are' if it

is assumed that the orbit remains circular throughout'

y.-  . .  :  4zzoo :  (di /dt)zzoo :  Z: T i" ' ,  (+\ '
Ãzz/ tz  -  

aor ro  (d i fd t )A ,n '  5  1  +  ka '  \R i

#ffiÈos8(;)'
- \ - t  c r r *  coS  É22 '- t) ci 

"*;;

phase lags are independent of frequency then gives ezz = '7 
'5o '

o, u 2 oi less than ì0. eft . ,  correóting the observed âø for the

ocean t ide there remains a small  unexplained change in the

lunar  o rb i t  o f  about  0 .12  X l0 -?  cm s- '  i f  we adopt  the  mean

of the three recent astronomical est imates for än¡'  In view of

the uncertaint ies in both the observed and the computed es-

t imates this dif ference is probably not very signif icant '  but we

can use i t  to obtain bounds on the possible Q for the sol id

earth and moon. For dissipation in the moon with p' õal?, =

8 x l0-? sin e¡r,  and for dissipation in the earth with Q6' ôal a"

=  1 .2  X  lO-u  s in  es .  Then

õ a l q , ,  I  õ o l o " :  ( 8  X  1 0 - ? s i n e ¡ ¡  *  l ' 2 2  X  1 0 - u s i n e ¡ )

:  ( 0 ' 20  +  0 .17 )  X  10 - '

lf we assume that the Q for the two bodies are the same' this

vi. io, 0" : Q* = 100, with a lower l imit of about 60' This is

ätrortã, unsatisfactory as the estimate obtained by Lambeck

et at. U974) from analyses of orbits of close earth satell i tes' A

major- uncertainty in á" is due to the astronomical observa-

tions. For an average mantle Q of 200 the dissipation in the

mantle would be of the order of 1'8 X 1018 ergs s-I ' The dis-

sipation estimated from the tidal models and that estimated

fåm tne astronomical observations a¡e borh probably correct

to within l0 or 157o, and this places an upper l imit on the dis-

sipation of t idal energy in the core of a few units of 1018 ergs

s-t. This presents a maximum limit on dissipative coupling

between the core and the mantle and is an order of magnitude

smaller than that used by Stacey ll973l in his study of the

precessional coupling of the earth's core' H' G' Rochester

iprivate communication) independently argues that Stacey's

"rtit"t. 
is at least 2 orders of magnitude too large' More

precise l imits to the above parameters can be established only

*ith irnp.ou.d ocean tide models and, more important' with

improved observational values for the lag angles' Astronomt-

cal observations wil l not provide the latter because of long-

period, nontidal variations in rotation' The analysis of the

iidal evolution of the orbits of close earth satell i tes is a more

promising, though not yet adequate, method'
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